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ERRATA,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITT3E FOR AERONAUTICS.... ..,,,., .,. .

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 1010

Page 10, line 10: Cp = 0.236 should read CP = 0.236.

Page 17, formula (3): Td should be ‘Td“

Page 23, denominator of formula (5): v2 should be V2.

Page 24, formula third line from bottom should read:

Page 25, formula ninth line from bottom should read:

Page 26, formula (4): R2 Should be R-

Page 43, formula ninth line frem top should read:

Page 45, formula (l): w should be w.

Page 47, formula (4) should read:

~
o

Page 49, formula near bottom of page: Remove n from
square root sign..

.

On pages 22 and 23, the formulas containing a were
intended ‘to use the letter a, judging by the second part
of the article. The confusion is apparent in the first two
formulas on page 47.
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Foll owt~}g~t;he;de s“c~ript3OP: of.,’tl& new;.p,r:opulsion

system and. the.:,d;.e:fi,nit,i on .o,:f,th,e:prypu:l.siv.e .ef.fic-iency,.
this eff i,ci,en.c.y-.$S.calculated under.,.v,ari.ous .c:o:ndi.$iop.s of
flight. wit,h al.:1.pya.ncefor all ,int.~~~al 10,s.:sqs . . ;-

:.. ,. ,. . ,, .!.. .. ...2 ‘.. . . .

The eff’ici.ency and, consumption’ curves’””are::pi ott~ed,
tkeir practical values discussed and the behavior of the
system analyzed at various altitudes and speeds. The
superiority of t@is oyer the conventional en.ginerpropeller
system, starting from 400 Icilometcrs per hour (248 mph) .
-with respect to range and weight per horsepower. output is
:affirmp.d. .. ...,,.“...., ,’.
. . ... .. . .. . . !, --..’
,,... T The:.”irnrne@.’iatepossibil%ti”es of:.tke.:mew,system in..flight
at high’ and very high altitudes in relation to the theoret-
ical and experimental results obtained are discussed in
detail.. ... “.”, ..”.’”’

,.

The present report is a continuation of the study made
..in 1929 of which the first two parts were published in 1930
(reference 1), while the remaining”parts dealing with the
action of jet:propulsion in $Zuid medium have never been

.released.” .. ,,

.. Since that time the theoretical studies have been,
combined with systematic experimental ressarch for the
purpose of checking the practical value .o.fi’ts fundamental
‘laws and for the experimental determination of the factors
-which would enable us to ‘pass safely from the” theoretical
to the practical stage. . ~~ : ‘, 7 .

,..
. . . These ‘experirnen,ts,”””. ‘ “’““

....
made’ ‘ln’:cok~a-b-o~at~o~:--+#ithth&-’

Caproni..Airplane Co,mpany of::l!ilan, ;“hav.a..dbnfirmedall of
afore-menlj,i.oned.laws? arid:af.forde;d.a:marked improvement in
the.practical valua o.f”the ’’various‘factors :de”fining this

*tlSulla Teoria An’alitica del Moto-pr-opulsore Oampini.11
LtAerotecnica. vol.. XVIII, no. ?.. Jan. 1938. ppy 18-63.

{



... .... . .. . .. ...
type of propulslon~ (An elaborate report on these factors
is to be published in “d’ue~bburse..-)” ‘“-’”

......, . ----
The present” report deals exclusively with the partic-

ular’ jet-p”r’opul”eionk~’k’tem”.m-eti-tfo’ne”d~’iri~’the.ci’ted reports.
!Che discussion is limi”tad.r for the present, to the ana-
lytical study of the &ffici*nc”y and the consumption for
the case of application to aircraft and to the plotting
of the practical operating curves secured theoretically
by the use of suitable experimental factors.

The purpose of this study is to enable aeronautical
technicians; interested in’p&oblern6 related”to high-speed
flight at low and high altitudes; to calculate directly
and rapidly the results” tihat.can-be obtained iii practice
with this system of propul$~on- when’applied to any appa-
ratus ‘in accordance with the characteristics required.
while’using”c onv~nt iohal heat engines and carnpressors~

,. ,-. .-
..:. ...:’ .’

1- G~ARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEM ,.
.,

.

The description of the system can be limited “to the
operational part and specifically to the extent necessary
to ‘Sec”ure an accurate solutionof its efficiency (refer- ‘:
enc’e 2).. , “

,.. ,,

The propulsion system creates a thrust reactton ’in the
following manner (reference 3).*

.,,

“The flu$d medium enters under the effect of a simple
relative motion& that ist~“without deflection or shock. and?
as soon as it enters the intake dtict. it is subjecte~ first
t~ a dynamic compression by reason of the quasi-integral
transformation of the ki’netic energy of inflow into pres=
sure. then to a further mechariical compression by means of
the compressor driven from a heat engkneti Subsequently
this twice compressed f’lutd is heated at constant pressure
by thermic means so that ..thesp-eed in the expansion ,.ofthe
discharge is augmented to the ;amoupt nedessary to produce
the desired propulsive energy.. ..

1

*The procedure was. develqped.,antl e.xplain,e.d.by .Ren~-Lorin as
early. as 19$3; Thec”=lctilati~n of the effictencywas
made by G-$. Stecki.n tti1924 (see references 3,and 19
for”gr.eater details).ti wkile Uampi-ni,deserves much credit
for .de,vel,opifi.g.?he~e..i.d?.a$.~.,,,..

!. .,, 4

. . “,,. . .
..,-..

.. .“. . .:,--- .“:
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In p.ra c tice’t~e’,I?.her“m:ic,:xueanS,.izrwolste;pr i’marily the
ut il iza~ ion,of: the:~h.ea.t:+d,$.~sd~a.tied.:b.y.“the:,’e~gine..a+gmd,s~.cond-
arily the”’.e!ve.ntueldireet: “c.ombus,t;$on’”.a.fat omized a’nd.va~or-
ized fuel. . , ....: . . . <. . ... . ,,..

~,.,.’...’, 1,;.’....., ..”,... . ..; ”.’.
The operational ‘clefin:itioh of. the”sys.t.em.is Sho”wn in

figure 1. The air entrained by relative ‘emotion enter’s’
duct 1 where its kinetic energy derived from the relatl~e
-speed of inflow, is changed’ to.p“reksurei ‘I?ollowing this
preliminary compression ‘a”cbom~anied by. a“marked decrease
in speed the” air passes thro.u’ghcompressor ‘2where its
pressure is again considerably increased. It then receives
the heat dissipated by the engine 3, which drives the” com-
pressor and subsequently receives the eventual calories
produced by the burners 4i Lastly it is expanded ii% no”izzle
5, where the thermodynami~ ener<y accumulated in the various
phases of compression and heating changes to speed. of dis-
charge .

2. CALCULATION Oi?THRUST AND RESISTANCE

If the propulsive system as described and illustrated
in figure 1, were isolated, that is, had none other than.
a propulsive function, the thrust produced by it would be
equal and opposite to the momentum impressed by it on the
ambient fluid, as is known from the momentum theory (refer-
ences 1 and 3). In this case, by defining two cintrol
sections 1 and 2, the first upstream, the second downstream
from the propulsive system where the fluid filaments become
parallel again and in which the relative pressures are zero,
the foregoing theorem would give:

Su = p
[

VI (V2 ‘Vl) dAl (1)

\
,Jco

I;\
where p = density, V2 - VI the increment of,the speed,
incurred by a general flow ,filament. which .separate,s,the
area dA on, section 1 while passi~g from sebtion ,.1to
section 2* But si”nce the’‘proptilsl”ve‘unit cannot be iso-

~ - lated because it also has the function of ’fuselage and-
& b~cause.,..~f,,t.he,~r’,ac?”jceObtaining in ~~ronautical science
i
f of never considering th,e”res”is”t’ante’of”f’e”i’e”d””tiy’’-hehe“e’ngitie

I
and its cowli”ng.as a negative portion of th’e thrust pro-
duced by the propulsi’mi uniti;.it ‘“ispreferable in this
case also to d,istinguis.h-.between an external “drag of the

, unit and a thrust produced by the same.
w,. ... ..:.. . . . .

.,,~ ,...,’.‘..’ .. . .
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‘”:The’ ext,er:nal.,diag, except ‘in special case s,.can thus
be inchid:ed.‘with t,he y.ariQu’s‘re.sistabces encounte:rq,d on
aircraft. :an.dlie.ncebe. i“nc’luded.in the aerodynamic cha-rac-
teristics of the model; it can be asc-e”rt”aineddirect “in
wind-tunnel tests, the difficulties regarding inlet and
discharge nozzles, .bein”g so~ve:d.experimentally, or else
calculated.. ,.

The effectuated distinction ca~’ls for a precise
definition of thrust and resistance. ‘Let U“S assume as
external resistance.. Re of the system~ that is by defini-
tion, the, integral of, the “irnpuls”es,undergone by the fluid
not passing through the unit, between control sections 1 and
2. Assume further as thrust S the same integral referred
to the fluid passing through the unit.’:”By definition,
calling UJ the area isolated from c’ontrol surface 1 by
the fluid that passes through the unit, the momentum equa-
tion reads:

s = f) /’%1(V. -v,) dAl (2)
. . . ..Ju)

f
Re=p VI (Vl - V2) d AI (3)

The effective thrust Su of the isolated propulsion
unit therefore follows as” the difference between thrust
and external resistance of the system.

From the definition ’of the externti~ resistance it
is then deduced that, in the absence of viscosity,’ the
application of d[Alernbert~s theorem to the indefinite
solid constituted by. the propulsion unit and the fluid
Jet that enters and discharges from the unit, “immediately
affords $

Re=p r
I

V1 (V1 - V2) d“Al = O

“J

However, Re is positive in viscous fluid and its exact
value must be se’cur.edexperimental”@ : for each case.

..... . .

It is interesting to ‘compar’e ‘the ‘external res’instance
aad=the resistance ’.of the ,movin.g,bod~~ o,btai”ried“frtimthe
propulsion ‘unit by closin~’ the “inlet and’-~ut~et”ports by
means of ae~odygamically’ correct sur,f.ac.e+’which “transform
the’ propulsion” unit irito a“ streamlirie bo’dy.

.. .
$Xpei’lments of this nature have been made on solids

of revolutions in the Caproni wind tunnel and repeated in



.

the Rome tunnel, w.i..tl.t%.iden.t;~ekl.,~e$,ult.s..,.Similar, exper-
~~tment-s have beep -.~~-~d,u,ctie:d-.%Y.:the~>,~~~.CA:(re$%r,en.c’eS..9.and
6) on jeti-propulsion, s.yst.ems..wi,t.~..ve,ry.s.rnal’l.disgharge. areas
as compare d”.fo..di,.am,e:.tral~sect,,~on~‘,,.,~1.”,,’ , .~,.. ..
., .-. . . .’. ,. .....,.,

Theoretically, it is found that for ratios between
diameter of intake ori’f~ce ““anddiameter of maximum outside
section in excess of 1/3 to 1/2 a considerable decrease
,in external, r,.esistancq becomes manifest on opening of the
ports , while ‘for ratios ,,belgw 1/.30, the effect’ of the
ports is ri,egligble,(refer’ences 5 and 6). .,

This is obvious, ‘rnoreove’r.sing”e the bod,y.drag must
depend largely on the dif~cirence bet”ween the ;diameters of
the maximum outside section and” that of the intake.

These experiments, and their interpretation will be
discussed later on. For the present it is simply stated
that in practice for ratios of around one-half the body
drag is so low that it can be inclu,ded in the friction
drag with a correction f-actor equal to 1,05’t”o 1.10..,

The external drag can thus be computed by means
of the formula known in.aerodynamics for the solution of
the turbulent friction of a flat plate:

Re = Ct q Oe (1.05 tO 1.10) (4)

where q is the dynamic pressure (mm ), ae” the out-
side area and ct the friction drag, in relation to the
Reynolds number relevant to the speed of the test per
length of propulsive unit, a factor which can be expressed
.hy the K#rm4n relation.*

$ . . .
. . . .

1 /
.,

Ct = 0.072 5“ A - Ry =&.

;i~
Ry w

(5)

.>’
-. . .

As for the thrust”,’ it can- be..obtained at once from
! (1) , when the speeds in coutrol sections 1 and 2 are con-
~= stant;. an assumption,whi;ch in pract;ide is completely

~ v-erified for the inflow””’’’velobity:and- almost completely”

‘1
for the discharge velocity. , “. -: ‘ .. .

* Verified in the case .~’a,,point.ak Ry ‘= 10G.’

1.

.
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With -&J ~den,s%~ing.the ‘ar”&’a.isolated by eo”htrol. .“:
section 1 ‘from “%he~fl”uid””jet which erit~rs the propulsion

“unit ”and” p the deiisity”and v and V the forward
speed and the relative spesd’ of dlscharge~ res’pectivel~”~
we get:

,- .,
s =Wpv(v-v,). (6).“,

Allowing for the fact that in “such propulsion unit
the mass flowing but is greater’ than that flowing in,
because of the f-uel being uriited ‘with the fluid, and ‘call-
ing a the quantity by weight inducted by the unit and c
the qua~tity of fuel mixed per kilogram Of indicated air,
we ‘have,’by pu’ttfn~ Q = w, p 6Jj”v” .-

. . .,

. . . . s =Q, (av-’v)witha=l+c (7)
IS .:.

. .

This .formul”a, which has been frequently verified
experimentally ‘and which with U=l’ give’s the thrust
of an equivalent propeller, permits the direct calculation
of the thrust, once quaritity Q, the actual mean rate of
discha-rge ‘and the coefficient of increase of mass a are
known. ,, ,“

.,

‘3- EFFICIENCY OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsive efficiency. is defined as the ratio of
work done by the thrust S amd-”the mechanical equ~valent
of heat energy absorbed per unit time.

With C denoting the calories consumed per kilogram
of ambient fluid the

Y=

.
But , be~r.ingin mind

~ropulsive efficiency foli.ows at -
.,

Sv v ((Zv - v)
Q.C.E= CEg

that the jump &n speed V - v between
control seciions 1 and 2 %e:q,uires for each k’ilo~ram ‘of fuel
the production of kineti~ en~.rgy

.,. . . ..
w

V2, ~a. . ,..,, ,,
&..,, . --~ ,.

“a2g2g

1
..—. — .—. . . . . . . . . . . . -,--,,,-.—, .—, , , ,, ,,, , , , , , ,
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it folldws im:mediately.,-p,utt.ingfar formal simplicity:.:-, ........ ... .. ..............-“,... ,;.- .... . .....,, +“....’. ,,

..”’E53523 ;.’”:-+’).:=’;.,
:, .,”” -

.,

that the propulsive efficiency of the ~y~tern c’an be ex-”.
pressed in the form

. .. .’.
,, .“,.’..,.

tii
(9) ,

,.. ,.. .

This’formula obviously holds good for ‘any t’ype of
propulsion system including the engine-propeller sys”tem.

Factor m, very appropriately termed the propulsive
efficiency by “some writers, is independent of the”type
of propulsion system’, but depends entirely upon the ratio
“of the relative speed upstream and downstream’ from the
system. Factor W/E C, on the other handl,characterizes
the propulsion unit and may be termed the internal effi-
ciency of the system itself.

In the case of propeller propulsion, with m called
the propeller efficiency, the efficiency evidently becomes

Y =qe

where e represents the efficiency factor of the engine,
that is, the” ratio of energy input at the pi?opeller shaft
to the mechanical. equivalent of the consumed,hea.t: energy.
The term TI is then given, of Cou’”rse,by the product ‘of
propulsive efficiency m and the blower efficiency of the
propeller (reference 7, p. 445 see,. 6$),

.. .,”.

Since u =“‘1 in this “in’stance, w.e have:

!
‘~,

,,. ,.

~’ 2V 2-
,.

i
Ill= --- =—

V+v R+l
..,.’ ..,’-, - . . .

:
!1: The engine efficiency is replaced in modern engineer-;;
I ing by the spe,ci.fic gasoline .,orfuel oil c.onsmmpti.on. This

could. also be done~,in the case ih,,questiori by an artifice,~,
but becaus~. of’ the. interferenc e,bet.ween propulsive and

[i
thermal efficiency it’ is more” logical to refer to a con-



sumpti,on per horse power: per hour .“of‘the ‘propulsive power
rather than to the power produced as k$netic energy W.
Hence, the propulsive efficiency of any propulsion system
in which the engine .gi,+reS.a..,fueland oil.co’nsumption of
11 grams per horsepower per hour ‘of propulsive power out-
put-and ii which ‘the mean heat value of fuel

P~,reads.:denot,ed by, ,,:, : ..,.,:... ; .
and oil is

,.
,.

Y 3600 x75 .m =3600x75=
mPE. ,YPE.......

To illustrate:

For P = 11,000 .(gaso,line) we get .:? = 57.50~y in
..,.gr/hp/h.r X. .,.

.. A modern pro.~~lsi,on unit i.nwhich. the engin,econsumes
230 grams, of gasoline and 30 ,grams o.f oil and the mean :,
p.ropell.er.efficiency is 0.8, would have a consumption o.f
“320 ..gramsper horsepower and a propulsive e.f,f.icie.ncyof 0.19.

..., . ,..
On t.h.ebasis of.‘t.h.eforegoing a cornparis.o% can then

be established forthwith between different propulsion. systems.

The caleul,a.t.io,nof the efficiency of the propulsive
system then reduces to that of .th.epropulsi.v~ efficiency
m and of the internal efficiency W/E C“” and hence of the
discharge velocity V which d,efines the consumption C
for the velocity v under consideration.

The” ca.lcula~-~o,nc’atibe “made rather. eqsily in this
“fns,,t,ance,’”by:’fo”llow.ing,the flow in, its thermal e’volutiohs

‘and”, wit,h ‘some care even ‘some’relatively s“mall analytical
exp.re”ssi’ens”.c”an’,be“assumed.’

,-. ..,. ...

Therefore iet us examine “sep’ara{ely<”,and’ in order,
,.

the various evolutions experienced by the fluid in relation
to the characteristics of the compressor and of the engine
with due regard to all the losses produced within the
system. ..

.... .,.-. ., ... .. .

4. DYilAMI”C COMPRESSION

,..
.,:,,,, .? ,. .. - ,: : . ...:.,. .,.-. .

If To i’s”}he .absol”ute temperature of the’ambient;
“air’a’nd v sp’etidof:advan’ce ‘of’the’ Qrtipulsibn “$ystem;P
the com”jression eff’ediuat’edin the: intake tub~,’”in’ the
.... . ..’ ,.. ,.
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case of complete, stoppa-ge and, in absence. ,of shock,.agd
,. =’fri-ction-~os.s-e-s, +ixow.s.. from, the’:aero-”th:?rn~odyn.arn~,:.,..-.-.-.......

relation .whi.ch gives the dyn”amic”pressure of a flow underi.
adiabatic compression:,: ~ ., .

,,,.,.

V2 -XR TQ:”
[(
“~&~-l

yg = x-l . po) . 1-1
,,

But instead of conputing the dynamic pressure for
obtaining somewhat general results .comparativelY suitable
for a co~prehensive t~’e’atment, it i-s‘more Co.nveniePk ’to
follo”’w the variations in absolute temp.eratur.e (references
3 and 12).

This eliminates the factor with the fractional com-
ponent which otherwise complicates the determinations.

For this purpose a brief cotisideration of the aero-
dynamics involved may be timely: it is well known (refer-
ence 9) that in compression or expansion witEout exohange
of heat with the outsiit”e,but with eventual d.eveloprnent
of heat due to shock and friction, the conservation of
energy is expressed by the fundamental hydrodynamical
equation.

vdv dp
d W=— = - —-dR (1)

g pg

where u is the work done per kilogram of. fluid against
Pg

the pressure and d R the energy against the forces of
friction and shock, energy which is transformed into heat?
This equation, which is fundamental for the study in question
can be changed. of course,, by mak~ng use of the first prih-
ciple in its form of d Q = Cv d T + Ap d V and integrating
with cp- constant; in the fundamental equation

‘ EEzEL.... ,. (.2)
..

which permits direct deducti~n of the finite l.ncrements
or decrements A T of the ,temperature corresponding to
any finite variation A W of the kine”tic ‘energy for trans-
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formation, whether adiabatic or with “increase ‘in entropy,
or adiabatic- or Is”en’tropici ‘-The‘eff’ect:of’frictidri’marii-

‘“fests itself evidently in requiring, by equal variations
in kenetic energy, a different value “of “d p/p g and
hencea variation of the pressure different from that
necessary with an adiabatic change.

Following t.h’isbrief discussion we can proceed at once
with the calculation of the increment A T due to the dy-
namic compression.

Bearing in.mind that E & “42? arid Cp = 0.236 ‘for
air and temperature within -50~ to 6000 and denoting the
residuary velocity after the. change with .Vr the foregoing
equation affords:

If To- is ,the ambient temperature it follows that
the temperature after the tran.s’formation, whether accom-
panied by .f.riction,or,not,..is in every case:

!C1 = v’
To + A Td = To + Z-

1980

and if the change takes place without friction, that is,
adiabatically, it would afford a compression ratio attain-
able from the known relation

()Prl “’T ~.
4- x–lr=To (4) ‘

If, in this latter case, a new adiabatic expansion
is produced it again would yield the Initial kinetic energy.
However, because of the friction, the pressure reached is
less than Pf~3 SO with 8P denoting the efficiency of
the pressure of the transformation duct this effective
pressure pl follows the relation

..’

.P1”-PO= 6p “(Pt~ - Po) ?. (41)
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where the term Pi - p. can be ,sec.ur.ed experimentally
by -means of.-~.p“ressure-..ga~e hence., W:ith.“_,P1..=,,,Po,.,._.k~P~n
the efficiency 6P of the press tire can %@ “deduced.,.. . .

..’ . .. ., . ...
The “thermodynamic potential energy actually accumu-

lated is that which can be obtained by complete adiabatic
expansion, starting from the effective pressure PO and
terminating with the outside pressure pfo. .Th~”effective

temperature jump b Tu and the final temperature are

‘easily obtained;- with To denoting the terminal temperature
of expansion the effective Jump A, Tu is, according to
equat”idn (4): “

(ATU=TI1 .y)=,l[l-($)~l
1 -i

It follows that the thermodynamic efficiency of the
change of kinetic energy into pressure taking place in
the intake duct is:

r .—
P. J@”’- “

(’)1. ~ x

— ‘==Qy=ATd”
(5)

—

For extremely low compression the development in
series, with the powers greater than of the first order
discounted, affords:

(j=
{

d Pf = Pt.l - p.
‘i6Pdp=pl-Po
PI

For high compression-it is necessary to employ the
foregoing formula reproduced in the graph of figure ,2.
It is readily seen that the thermodynamic efficiency is
always superior to that of pressure 6P and tends to
unity whatever the value of ‘P (the only condition
being: 8p# 0).. ,.,. , .,

This accords with formula (5) in which 0 always

equals,l for ~ = O and which has its reason in the fact

that for extremely high operating speeds the shock and

%,.
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friction ‘energy 3s. not lost at all but ‘becom”es heat which
in a largemeasure +s utilizable in the subsequent re- ‘“
expansion. The effective ratio of dynamic pressure with
friction results in,the conclusion given, by:

. .

x. ., ,.
P* ()T“l ——.-=
P. X-l Wth T1 =TI:-ATU=TI~ o -6ATd.{6]

.

in function,of the thermodynamic efficiency 6} Moreover,
the kinetic energy which could be produced with a new adia-
batic expansion, without 10SS, follows from (3) and (1).at

?2?
To 2 V2 Vr 2

2gEcp =8 ATd+&= z * -p+ 2~’E Cp (7)

5. MECH~NICAL COMPRESSION

This compression acts on the air at the absolute pres+
twre and temperature given in the preceding paragraph; the
air, moreover, still has the residuary kinetic energy for

Suppose the compression raises the absolute pressure
to value P while the residuary velocity vr at the com-
pressor outlet remains unaltered. In the absence of fric-
tion losses this compression would raise the absolute tem-
perature in the ratio:

resulting in a“n increment of temperature of

(1)

(2)

whence, after compression, the theoretical temperature
would be:

T[2 = TI + A Tm .(3)
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Accordingly the eff.eqtive. ratto of,dompr,ession
P2/Pl is .d.ep.en,dentup,on thewt~eor-et ic,al..increme.nt ‘
& Tm conformably to equation (4) sect’ion 5.

. .
. . . . (3r)

But, since the pressure efficiency of the compressor
is less than unity, it follows that, in,order to obtain
pressure Pa .it is nec6ssarY to prevent a t’heoreti.cal
pressure @tz linked with the real

,.
P2 through

I P2 - “ = ‘i_wL3_l
(4)

where VP is the pressure efficiency of the compressor.

But in correspondence with this theoretical pressure
P’2 a rise in the effective temperature.

.
r

[( 1
‘)y_l” ‘ -A Tme = TI ~ .?
pl) (5)

where Y = adiabatic efficiency of compressor, is necess-
ary according to the foregoing.

Henoe in order to obtain the effective pressure Pt2
required per kilogram of air, a compression energy equal
to.

b!c.m_A’’’ccm ‘6)
is necessary.

The foregoing adiabatic efficiency is then associated
with the pressure efficiency Yp through

,,..., ., X.J
P2 y’_,l: “’ ““- “’

~ (_)

y = (>;+ - ‘“1
API

(?)
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which- f6i-’,low”’pressures as encountered in’:practice”, is,
,.. ..,,after, development .:ih”series, ,-~, ‘:““,:. ‘,:’ ,, , :

.“.-’., ,, .. .;.

1 - 0.355 d p/Pi “:,.
.... Y ‘~P1 ‘P

= p2 - pl
_ 0.355 d p/pi ,

The “exact value-of Y plotte”d against “Yp in the
graph, figure 3, illustrates equation (7), If an engine”
of H Pm horsepower is available it follows that in ordar

to obtain the increment”of pressure p2 desired for a

quantity of air Q kg/see the relation:
. .

A Tme =
~= 0.744 =
E.cP:Q’ “-Q

(8)

. . .... .. .
must be satisfied. ,...

With.the term ~f the me-chanical compression phase,
and wj-th the assumption that the air”’leaves the compressor
at the same speed vr as at infLow, the compressed air
finally assumes the effective temperature T2::

(9).... .. .
.. . ..

6. MINIMUM INTERNAL SPEED OF THE COMPRESSOR -

MAXIMUM COMPRESSION

The residuary speed vr can be computed in some
cases while in others it cannot be achieved a priori.
It must be put in ratio”w~th the maximum section available
in the interior before heai”ing” and with &he total com-
pression attained in this section il. If the residuary
speed in this maximum section is reduced to Vm it follows
that on exit from the compressor an effective increment
of.temperature . .. .

Vra
A Tr = ‘.vm2

2“gEcp
(3.)
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Is produced at the”-”maximum se,ctioq, as well as an effecx -
tfve dynamic pressure P3/P=-.--w.h3ch,.w.i$.h. 8. .as thermodyn-
amic efficiency,. affords, as in the first phase:

,,

~ = (+%w:h’211 = ‘2+(1 ‘e).‘r‘2’
and

P= PI P2 P3
—= —— .
Po P(I PI P2

as ratio of compression in the maximum section Q.

This ratio can be expressed in simple fashion by
combining the final increment A Tr with the initial ip-
crement A Td or by making the assumption that the initial
dynamic compression of the outside speed v continues
toward the speed Vm existing in the maximum section
behind the ,compressor and in consequence neutr,aliz&%the
ultimate compression P$ - P2. This assumption, which
in practice produces no appreciable changes in temperature
nor in pressure, simplifies the analytical formulas and
permits sufficiently exact conclusions. In the following,
therefore, the speed v= (cf. equation 3, section 5) is
replaced by the speed Vm relating to the maximum section
G? and the ratio Z, by introducing the pressures and tem-
peratures, so that:

..--.—-... . .. ..-— — .——.-.. _________ .... . _____.. ...+ . .

, . . ... ..- .. . .__________ . . . .. . . . . . . . ------- .. .

This formula affords the value of Z necessary to ,
compute the dynamic compress ion.. The compression phase
P~/P2 is then included in the dynamic compression, whence
the new residuary speed follows at

.!.! ~,.. -“/
= v Lupo ‘T; “’,

‘m (4)
QP2T0 ~ . ,

Ii -._.....__,__._..—_..--—..I
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7. HEATING AND COMBUSTION
..

.

With Cm denoting t-he calorie-s ab”sorbed by the
engine per kilogram of compressed air. and e the efficiency
factor of the engine, the heat changed to energy Wm at the
compressor shaft is only e Cm while the remainder

. ,,

Cr = cm -eCm

represents the heat not utilized and which in consequence
is dissipated by the engine through the radiator, the
engine itself and the exhaust gases. On the other hand the
effective calories e Cm produce, according to equation (4).
for each kilogram of fluid the mechanical energy Wrn (in
calories) amo-unting” to

.

Wm” .A:Tm ... ;’
-m = e Cm ~ Cp—

Y’ .-..

In addition the. residuary calories Cr,. when utilized
for heating at constant pressure the s’.amekilogra,m of air
with specific heat., C , p“roduce a temperature r,i,sein
accordance.”with P

. .

A T=
.%= (1 - e) Cm

CP CP

Hence the total heat produce-d by the compressor assembIy
(the actual heating indludes friction losses) in the
assumption for disre.gar.ding the increment .6 of the mass
produced by the fuel amounts to:

.
—.

A.Tm l-eATQ A Tm
A ~me = ,,~ +7 1‘f‘7 (1).’

whtch, for the rest is evident and readily obtainable.
BY means of the action of the compressor unit the corny
pressed air attains thus the temperature T3” given by

A Tm
T3=T1+—

ey
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At this “poirit“a ‘motie”.ok:.-leks-.”pw”erfululcombust ion
takes- place , as stated in ..the beginn$.ng, which., .f~.reach
kilogram of air again raises the temperature of the term
A Tc absorb’ed in :cons~q.u=nce .o”fheat :Cc with “ K denoting
the. ratio cc/cm .of ‘the ‘heat:abso”rbe’d.by,.th’ecombustion.
to that absorbed. tiy ‘the’engine, the ‘s”peaifltcheat Cp of
the ‘gas can be once mo””remaintained constarit; the result- .
i“ng increment A “Tc “equal ~to“‘K.ch-ahges t-hat produced .by
the isolated” compressor unit , .tha’ti’s:.:

.’

‘*- , “)

The foregoing assumption ,regarding the value of Cp
is verified in practice (reference 8, p,, 55,. reference
9, p. 19?] since in the case in question the combustion
of air is, limited to a very small fraction of air and so
reaches low terminal temperature, where ne~ther the fac-
tors of dissociation of the mixture of CO and CO nor
the variations in temperature intervene to appreciably
modify the values of cm. The terminal temperature T+ t

from which the last phase of expansion is initiated is
defined by:

T4J = T1 l+K+ A Tme + A Tc = Tl+— A !l?meY
(2)

and at that in the absence of heat losses in respect to
the outside of the propulsion unit- In fact, this situ-
ation closely resembles actual .conditions , whether due to
the low temperatures in play or because of an opportune
heat insulation which, is easily established on the outside
surface of.the unit. Stillt in any attempt to prevent
a 10SS it should be kept proportional to the difference
T4 - To aud so can be expressed by a factor which
multiplies A Td and”4’Tm in such a way “that the tempera
ature T4 before discharge reads “ . ; ~~.,

. . .
.l+K

T4 = To +9 A T d +p —ATm
,eY

(3)

with v ranging “betwe:e&0;9’8 and ‘l,:&c&ording to the
type of insulation employed ‘but iridependent of the tem-
perature jump T4 - To.

,. .(..,
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8. ,IX?TERN~L PRESSURE LOS S.DUE.TO FRICTION AND HEATING
.:, :. ... . .

..
At the .,point”where the compressed gas is heated to

initial temperature !l!4,its expapsion obviously tstiLl .
exists upto the already computed pressure pa since

. given,the low speed reached by the gas inside the pro-
pulsion system, the loss of pressure due to wall friction
is insignificant. To. illustrate: in case that. the total
compression P2/Po is equal to 2.20 the specific volume
of the fluid is approximately half of that of the ambient
fluid. If, on these premises, the maximum inside diameter
of the unit were equal to 1.8 times the diameter of the
circle w of the inlet, the inside area, in this. fastance,
would be by about 3.20 greater than area w and the in-
ternal velocity Vm would then be about 6-:4 times lower
than the” foward. speed. For an operating speed of say
250 miles per second, for example, it would afford an in-
ternal ‘velocity of 39 miles per second, the load 10SS of
which would be of the order (of magnitude’)” of some centi+
meter of water column and hence of an order “of magnitude
of 1/1000 of the total pressure P2 - PO = 1200 centimeters.

However, with Vm denoting the speed of discharge of
the compressor, the pressure loss in the short.length of
duct leading to the discharge, may be expressed by the
equation:

(1)

is t’he .1OSS coefficient.where “t

But more important are the load losses d@riving from
combustion and heating. .These losses can be computed as
follows:

If Te is the temperature before heating and T4
that after heating, it is readily seen that with maximum
area Q remaining available the speed increases up to
a value Vc given by:

T4 Pa ‘Ape-
‘c=. vm~.

2, P2 ‘.-”. . .,..

On the other hand, application
.’

(2)

of the momentum equa-
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tion to the flu$d compressed in the cyl-indrical path bounded
by-sections eqtial”to Q where the speed Vc and vm:-ahd the
densi~$ pe ,and pm exist, affords:

(3)

. .

Then the above variations in velocity define the follow-
ing pressure variations:

9?4- T2
A Pc = PM v. vm - pm ~m2 = pm vmz

l’2

To compute the loss in effective energy caused by the
reduction in pressure ‘A Pet it is convenient to refer to
the pressure that can be produced internally, when, after
heating, the residuary speed is changed into pressure.

In the absence of pressure loss the fluid at residuary
speed Vm and density p= deriving from heating would
have produced the increment of pressure

2 vm2 T2Apl=Pc~apm ——
2 2 T4 (5)

while the increment, obtainable at speed Vc which belongs
to the case of pressure loss, is o,n the contrary:

VC2 vm2 T4
A ptl = Pc ~ ‘Pm~~ (6.)

But in both cases the same ternperatu,re. T14 is re,ached,
that is to say, by equivalence of total heat dissipated in
the fluid in both cases, with Tt4 = T4 +“vm2/2gcp’E* ;

,,..

In the subsequent expansion the variation in kinetic
energy follews thus, from the. final pressure differences
between. the two cas”es, or from the effective 10SS which may
,be t,ermed the absolute load 10SS

,.

AP= PZ + A PI - (P2 + A P’l)

,991 II I I I
.—



,
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which IIy.having recourse to equations i (.6),.(’4),”..
~e.comes .: .., ,..,

(
Vm2 T2 Vm2 T4 T4 - Tz

AP= +Pm ‘— ‘—2 T4 2 T2
- Vmz

)T2

‘or simply:

2 (T4 - T“2’)2 “’
Ap= Pm + Tz%’

(?)

The loss in pressure due to friction and heat can
be expressed by

Bearing in mind equation’ (1) section 5 with d R = O
Which ties the small variations of kinetic energy .to the
small pressure variations in the adiabatic expansions it
is concluded that th,epressure variations produce the loss
of kinetic energy in the discharge referred to one kilo-
gram of fluid givenby

..
r i-
1 A ~ ‘m’

!

I
s=(g+w~”)2),.!,,

; T2’T4
_.i

(7?)

When Tq - T2 Is-1ower than T2 T4, as occurs when
the temperature prior ””’toexpansion is below 400°- 500°c,
the pressure losses by a given small value of t, can reach
at the most the value corresponding to the dynamic pressure
belonging to the residuary speed in the maximum seetion
after double compression. In the contrary case the losses
can be accurately defined by the foregoing formulas. But
in a general ,sti”udy,as “in this instarice, allowance for the
low internal pressure losses means to consider the total
kinetic energy loss that corresponds to the residuary speed
in the maximum section.. Thi’s assumption is unfavorable at
internal tempera,ture”s belo~ 300°- 4000, but beneficial at”
temperatures above’ it ‘and may ‘“serveeven as basis for” a
very accurate calculation wtien the maximum internal ‘section
has an area of not less than two or three times u.J.

,--. ,, -!.-..-. . !.!-!! I lmll. I I -Ill I 1,,, , ,, I- 111 1 1 I
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Following the appraisal of the, pressure. losses we
pass to the “ult”i”m”ate”phase of-=operat-ion. .

...”..

9e EXPANSION

The gas at pressur6”””pa and temperature T4 (previous-
ly computed), begins $tsexpansion to pressure PO and tem-
perature Ts ~ producing a theoretical discharge velocity
defined by

?2
‘,T4

2 gEo*
- Ts = T4

(: -%)
(1)

But , according to the equation for the adiabatic
expansion

where the ratio TS/T4 is identical with ratio Tro/T!2
of the adiabatic analogy of expansion which frbm temper-
atllre T12 and pressure P. reaches temperature T!.
and pressure P’o” Bearing-in mind that ;his is foun~
in section 59(6)8 and in section 69(3).

T!. = !JII -@ATd T!a =To+ATd+A

we easily find

1 Ts=L-Tl-6ATd =@ ATd+ATm
-K TI + A Tm To+ATd+ATm

Tm Tl+ATm

=x (2)

This ratio X defines the efficiency with which the
calories subjected to constant pressure’ a’long the isoba.fi,
P2 are changed into kinetic energy of discharge. This
derives from the fact tha,t the factor

()
~“

x= 1 -$= 1 -= x
...:.-.... 4 P2,...

r

represents remarkably close the efficiency of an ordinary
cycle formed by any two adiabatic between the extreme
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pressures P2 : and po* ‘“ -“.,,,, ..: ,:,,;,“;;.:,
... .. -.:.

Putting for simplicity

. .
,-

. E ,,,..
=.: ,. ,.. . .

(3)

the ecy~ation X of the efficiency of the fundamental
internal cycle assumes the simple form .

m’ ““’ (4)

where v and u have an important physical significance.
Term r in fact represents the ratio between the power
of the mechanical and the dynamic compression and is a
parameter of considerable influence at high, speed on the
v’alue’of the ‘propulsive efficiency. This’ parameter r
takes the place: of the ratio between the.two respective
compressions:, mechanical and dynamict by simpli”fjing the
analytical expressions through elimination of the frac-
tional exponent. : ,, ,,.

As concerns term a, it is readily seen that it rep-
resents the inverse of the efficiency of the fundamental
cycle X, in absence of mechanical compression.

In this case, in fact, the cycle develops between
pressure PI and p. and assumes the value

“x-l
x=l- (P)y-l-

which, as is seen, coincides with the formula

Tfo _ 8 A“~dx= 1 -— –
1

T1 To i- A Td ‘=
.

A comparison of equation (3) above with the expression
for, A Td in section 5, (3) affords ““

...
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1980 To + Z V2
a=

!..
. . .,, :-., (5)

Z.epk’ . .
,

w,hidh enables f:i,n~ing u by g$yen operating speed and
ambient temperature, “Towj hots.ble being the experimental
coefficients .z and .@

,,,

Entering the term X in equation (1) the rate of
discharge V is then evolved, froq ,, ““

.’ ,“.

V2
..; . .’~ g.’~ 6P

.=$XT4 . ..
... ,.

(6)

where * allows for the friction losses in the discharge
duct . The above equation can be written also for equation
(3), :section,8Y

V2 = ~X(To+@Td+ c##ATm)”.
2 gEcp .

.
which, making use of the second above, can be expressed
in the form ,.,

V2 “
2gEcp =v6ATd+vATm-~X (1 ‘v)ATd.

(7)

10. KINETIC ENERGY AND EFFICIENCY

With the rate of discharge V obtained for evaluating
the kinetic energy it is necessary to refer to the, equation
(4), section l,,but for securing a simple efficiency form-
ula, it is recommended to compute the increment of kinetic
energy of discharge produced by compression and heating
with respe~t to that obtainable with the single dynamic
compression. ,.

In thjs last case for sections 5 and 7 in absence of
combustion or mechanical compression, and residuary speed
discounted, the air compressed by the single dynamic com-
pression is discharged at rate VI accord~ng to
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,.. , .. .

.-T=TI.*’e’”A’Td[-:;’V?2 .-.

2 g’E”cp f

.,,
Inversely the. kineti.c energy at di’sc’barge in’ the case

of the preceding paragraph, bearing in mind that .l kil,ov
gram of air is mixed with c kilogram of fuel, is:

., ;.
~2

w~
.. .

a .=— a= 1+<
2 gE Cp E cp

Hence the portion ’of the’;kinetic energy actually
produced by the action of the propulsion system and the
combustion ,follows at .

Wr VIZ
=w~-— =Ecp~

[
a A Tm+~X

~(l+k)-e~. ”
2g eY

,

+ (a,- 1) @ A Td - (1-rp) XU’ATd 1.
But in order to produce the temperature increment: ““

induced between compressor, heating and combustion given
l+kTiy — for the weight of air a
e’Ym

with mean specific

heat
CP the total calorie’s

l+k
c% ‘a~=ATmCp

are needed.

l?rom this the efficiency produced by the kinetic
energy follows at

Bearing in mind tha,t the term

t
e~ &I Td~

= d(l” + k) A Tm [“.
(a - 1) @- (cl-q ) a x

1
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which largely represents the effect of the mass increase
‘an”dof”’the- cwoling -logSes -is, zer.a fo.r.a,.=..i.. . -and..CD= 1,
that is, practically ’,zero fort internal temperatures’ below
300°to 4000, and since the difference of the *WO quantities
i$ generally quite small, it is practically always justified
to ignore them “in relation to the other- terms, hence write

. .

B=
e Y+ [cp(l + k) - e V3 X

l+k’-—
(1)

without introducing appreciable errors.

Comparing this equation with (4) and (5) in,section
1, while bearing in mind that obviously

2
av-v’2

W=av w t vand putting ~ = R
2-+2 . (2)

we find

where all terms ca,n be expressed as functions of para-
meters a and r and of the previously introduced
coefficients.

‘2 is giveThe ratio ,Ra . ~ n by equation (6) in the

preceding paragraph and equation (2) of section 5, at

tiXT4Z
R2 =

A Td

and is readily secured by introducing the above parameters
along with equation (7) , section 7.

R2=~z
[

@ (1+ r) + X
v(l + k) - e Y

ev
r.e-x (1-cP)

1

From this formula, with the fact in mind that ~.Q
is quite small compared to the two others preceding it ‘and
that its omission would not produce any appreciable changes
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in the. ratio. R and also that such elimination ,g$v~ng a
ratio, R ,.gre.aterthan ac,tual.alw,ays e“nt.ails.,a” small
~$ar”ia”tion in le.ss, of t’e,r.m.m.~ the s,implif~e”d formula
follows “at: ; ,.

.,

,. .. . ,,.
,r...

VZ6’R 2-=
L
l’+r+r X “V(l?~~-efi., ““ ‘“(4)

.,

With R2 and hence ‘“Rwe immediately compute

(5)

,..’ . .. .
. . .. . .

and the propulsive efficiency

...
Y =rIB (6)

.
whence the consumption in grams per horsepower per hour
given by equation (3) section 6 reads:

57.50
Tl=—

Y
g/hp/hr

With these formulas, we can readily secure the value
of the propulsive efficiency in relation to.the two funda-
mental parameters a and r that. define the operation of
the propulsion system, and plot the curv”es for” the differ-
ent operating conditions.

When K = O, or in the absence of combustion, equation
(1) affords:

B= e Y + X (q- e Y) (7)

When r = Oror in the absence of mechanical compress-
ion, equation (l) section (8). (K = m and hence according
to equation (1) and (6) section 7 and equation (4) sec-
tion 10) affords: /

(8)
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When a=m” or for equation ‘(5)’section 10, at very
l-ow speed, in,’the -absence of combus~t.i-on-~,and--’atlow--corn-
pre”ssion, hence when r is ‘not wer~ high,

... . . . .

,’ B ~“~,e Y y4i~Y e,., (9)
.. :.-.

-... . .: . . . .
may be{ retained.

.,. .

From, equation (6) it is establ.i.shed”-t~at the term
..,. ,.

. . ....’.ECEI
given by (5) represents solely the propulsive efficiency
comprising all losses. due to friction and to kinetic energy
of discharge, a term that exactly corresponds to the pro-
peller efficiency.

Term B instead represents elusively a the;mai ’effi-
ciency and can take the place of the-thermal efficiency of
the engine-propeller. system, while observing that term B
is directly depegdent upon the efficiency. q and canno; be
examined separate from it, except .in the special case where
we can. retain X,= O and hence,B = e Y or else K“=~ and
hence B =’ constant.

The efficiency of propulsion alone ~ follows as
function of ‘R only between the speed of discharge and
the speed of translation since the factors CP, z and 6
can be kept constant. The curve of this efficiency is
shown in the chart, figure 4, for

a = 1.01, $= Q*99 z = 0.97, 6 =.0.96

which resembles average experimental values.

It’generally has a’.maximu.rnobtainable by derivation
from equation (5) equatin~ to zero aqd resolving the cor-
responding equation, The maxim,um for Rm follows from

(10)
. .. . . . . . . .. . .

in accordwith’ which the ifficiencya$sumes” the simBle
form ,.
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.,., ”., “, :,..
.,.. ..,

,., . .. . :,,,, (11)

In the specific case where B is constant or in-
dependent of R this maximum coincides with the maximum
propulsive efficiency y which defines the speed of ad-
vance. But in a ,general case, the maximum propulsive effi-
ciency y being variable with R, y occurs at a value of
R yhi.ch more or less dif~ers .fr~m that..o.f,Rm, whence the
necessity to plot the curves defining each o~erating speed
by points. It is obvious then that, once the value of r
and R have been secured, even a substantial variation of
these values from that defining the maximum will produce
practically no change in the propulsive efficiency.

,..;.
.,..

12. EXFE.~IMENTAL. C031F31CIENTS

The Walues. of the. various coefficients can be deter-
mined e’xperiment..a.lly., .

.As ,co-ncerns the. ‘te”rm 6 p, Aymerito!”s” ~es.t:data (refer- -
ence 11) on. jets .of 1$5 ,mil.lime.te:rdiameter. in the contracted
section, or those by. C.astagna at. Reynolds numbers of around
5.105 or the more recent data by Ackeret (reference 10, and
24) can be used.

. . ,.”.
,.

In th&S~ experiments the ratio of ab$olute t~’””th’~~+.
retical compression, was defined. By dedticin”g from this
the iatfo between ,the excess .pres,Sure.s, starting

6??
from the pressure in the mfn’imuti section, a mean press’ure
efficiency of 0,90 to 0.92 is afforded. for speeds below
1100 meters per hour. Aymeritors value #as 0.95. (In both
these test series the Reynolds number effect was deter-
m“inedq) “: ,.

‘In”’general the’ pr”essure efficiency obtained with the
large exit cones of wind. tunnels ‘is less (refe’re;nce 12)”..,,.

Tests in the Caproni tunnel, for instance, gave
scarcely 0.75 in spite of the benefit. of large Reynolds
numbers. This is a direct result of the d’efiection of the
air after passing through a chamber of immobile air or at
least a long cyli~drical path.of the jet where the bounda-
ry layer thickness is greatly increased, an”d so become’s
Iargely ’resporisible for the separation from the walls of
the cone as soon as a minimum recompression is eff’ectedq
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(This i%shown clearly ‘in T-o:maso”t.s:.eexperiments’ who found
eff icienci es--of 0..98--O....0..99..~iz.th’~ .a%s.en.ceo.f:.t.he.b.oundary
layer” (reference 24) ~ ~~~ , ..... ,:.,.:,

,...,,,

,. .. ...,

When this boundary layer is rninim”umat’ the mouth of
the exit cone as in thec,tted,e.xperimen,ts and in the some-
what older tests rep~rted by Andr@ls .(.reference 1.3.)the
efficiency also amounts toQ.90. - 0.92for small ,jets
(case of liquids). ~~ ,..:

,.,.
In t’he case deait ‘with hefe ’there is no pre-existing

boundary layer in th’e throat of the exit cone, hence the
results are bet,ter’”,even for small diameters as borne out
by experiment.

Important systematic studies carried out in collabo-
ratio~ with the Caproni Company have also brought ou,t the
extremely great. influence of the” form of the jet and of
the Reynolds number. It may be s~ated that for large
jets (Reynolds numbers of 5-1OX1O and speeds < 1000 km/h)
a pressure efficiency of 0.96 ean be easily o~tained and
a resultant thermodynamic efficiency of around 0.96 - 0.98
at subsonic speeds, that is, up to about 1100 kilometers
per hour. (A report .on the efficiency at supersonic speeds
is to follow in the near future.)

The pressure efficiency Yp depends upon the type
of compressor used. A high-power centrifugal compressor,
designed by modern standards, as regards blade sections
and fillets, can give an efficiency of ‘P = 0-85, An
axial compressor with few discontinuities, and of the
same diameter as those -used i.n the modern large wind
tunnels, guarantees an efficiency even higher and a quasi-
adiabatic compression: “Experiments made in the Caproni
laboratories with an axial compressor (sections derived
from the NTACA airfoil No? 0020 with thickness and camber
varying progressively along the radius (reference 23)):
having a 460 millimeter impeller a,fforded am efficiency
of about 0.85, whioh agree’s very closely” with that obtain-
able on the basis of blade profile drag at the Reynolds
number of the test (at blade half about 3X105), so that
on full-scale axial impellers (Reynolds number about. 2X106)
a practical thermbdyriatiic effi~ieney of from 85 to 9“0 “
percent or perh.ays .eve.nnigher (referqnce 2.0),could be
counted on,

...

These results are not unusual when it is considered
that a propeller gives a ?ropuls~ve efficiency which may
be as high as 0,85, hence a blower efficiency of the order
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.

..ef O. 90 to Q. 92 .n~-t.wit.h:,tan:ding .th.e ,lo.qses,,by.wake ,ed@ies ,
“ losses which are re.c.otier-ed‘to a great e:xtent. i.?axial ,c,om-
pressors by the diffuser or s,traig~te$er -that ne:u,t<alizes
the free axial vortex.

.,

The efficiency o;’ discharge “~ is notably’:high and
closely approaches’ unity for convergent jets and subsonic
speeds. At speed superior .tot’he effects of thrust re-
action, a partial, rather t’han a complete, eqtrance c~ne
(effusor) is sufficient to improve the efficiency of the
discharge cone that obtains with a compl.etq Laval nozzle
(reference 1, Part II) and which is known .to be 0.95 to
0.96 .f~r small diameters (references .14.,8., 15).

Tests at small Reynolds numbers (maximum about 106)
made .in.the Capron.i laboratories with jets o.f 300 - 400
millimeters ..diame.ters at speeds of the order Qf 50 meters
per second gave an efficiency of around 99 percent. For
large jets at large Reynolds number (.RY = b ~ 10.X“106)
this efficiency is higher than 99 percent at any discharge
velocity (below 500 - 600 m~t,ers p~r.,second for gas at
3000). Receqt tests by the ti~~~ on jet P~oPglsion (refer-
ence 5) with respect to the coefficient ‘v, disclosed an
efficiency consis,tently.a.hove ,99 per~ept ’on the basis””of
a theoretical thrust r~ap.tion OX W = “} ~~11~.afi’~ff~~t~ve
thrust reaction for jets ’with diameters of a few” inches
and speeds up to 300. - 400 ~.ete,rs.,persecond..

..
Of the remaining. coe.ffi’cientsz a=l+~ the mass

increase..and ~ the heat loss, the first is a function
of the incrempnt ‘of the total” temperature and can be
computed as follows: if .P is the lower heat v>lue of
the fuel.and Cp the specific heat of the mixture of air
and. combustion products, the increment of the temperature
AT for each kilogram of air is:

. .. -—-————-——--.---L. .——_______ . . .

-..——— .—————-—————— ..-__-l

,...

where’ “c is the amount of fuel per kilogram of air.

The increment ‘&”T, beyond the dynamic compression,
is, in accordance with the foregoing arguments, ~

,. A:T’=
“(l~,k) *T “

e.Y .m’

.. . .
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whi~h, bearing in mind the .r’elatfons (3) section 10,
‘readily “affor”ds-- - . .. ..

.. .. . . ... ... . ..-

A!I?=
(1 + k) @r” T

. ... e~ ,6a-~ O. .. . (2)
. . . ,,

TO illu’st,r;ate:“~for val”u”es A T of the order of 500°
and with gasoline p,” 11,000 calories, we get

l+C= 11000
11000 - 120 =

1o11

The coefficient of heat loss CP cannot be evaluated
by disregarding the type of thermic insulation adopted in
practice. But, to take as”exarnple the most unfavorable
case, that is, without insulation with”an exposed area
of 10 m2 and a temperature jump of 500° bet.we”en inside
and outside, assuming a coefficient of transmission by
convection and radiation” in air at density 1/3 of that
in the ground of Ke = 40, the heat loss per second is:

AC= 40 Z 20 X 5C0°/3600tl = 55 cal/sec

Since such a propulsive unit would have the dimensions
corresponding to the developmentof horsepower at altitude
of about 250 horsepower, or 439 calories per second the
resultant consumption with y = 0.20 would be about 2200
calories per second. Hence, the loss in this case would
be reduced to 2.2 percent without insulation. With
thermic insulation thds loss cap, of course, be reduced
to insignificant values, that is, values of less than
1/100 of the consumption.

13. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATION OF THE PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY

.’

(a) Operation without combustion - speed 500
kilometers per hour.

.,
Let us compute the efficiency of a propulsion system

capable of operating at 500 kilometers per hour at 500
meters without the aid of .combust”ion. In th$s case a
coefficient of heat 1.OSS of cp = 0.’99 may be assumed.

.
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We ge-t v = 139 met er”s per se.con”d,’.Suppos”e ; o“n‘tlieot’her..-.
hand, .an

Adiabatic efficiency of diffuser ......... G = 0.96
Coefficient of maximum internal heat loss- z = 0.97
Efficiency of discharge cone ............. ~ = 0..99
Adiabatic efficiency of c“ompressori, ...... Y = 0.87
Augmentation of mass. ..,.. . ● 9 ● * ● .........* a= 1.005
Efficiency factorof engine. ................ e =. 0.24

Then by apportioning. a ratio r = 1 for mechanical
and dynamic compression, and allowing for the fact that
the temperature’ at standard ai”r at 5000 meters is -1’7°=
256° K, we obtain according to formula 5, section 10:

a= 1“980 x 256° + 0.97 x 1392 = 29 so
. .

0097 X 0.96 X 1392

whence, immediately follows, according to equa~ion (4)
section 10:

x=
1,+1

- 0.066
29..30 + 1 “-

as the efficiency of the adiabatic cycle. In the absence
of combustion, that ,is, with K = O the thermal efficiency
of the group becomes, according. to equation (7) section 11:

B= 0.24 x 0.87 + 0.066. (0.99- 0.24 x 0.87) = 0.260

To find the mechanical efficiency it is necessary to
secure the speed of discharge or the ratio R. According
to equation (4) section 11 it is:

“[. 0.99

1

-0.z4 x0.87 x2-072
R2 = 0.99x0.97x0.96 1+ 1+0.066

. 0.24 X 0.87

hence R =.1.440 and for equation (5) section 11,.

2 (14005.X.1.44-1) .=.,O ~.~l. J
Q = 0,99 .
.’

1.005x ma - 0.99 x0.9’7 x0.96
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‘Y = 0*,761.x 0,260,=.,00198 ““

Bearing in mind that, by assumption the efficiency
factor of the engine is e = 0.24 it follows that in order
to obtain an identical ’efficiency with”khe same en”gin”ebut
with a propeller, an: identical efficiency, the propeller
efficiency must be

. .

06198
ne=—= 0s825

0.24

Modifying the efficiency factor 10 ~ 20 percent more
or less would produce an identical result about theequiv-
alent propeller for 500 kilometers per hour speed of ad-
vance.

(b) Operation with combustion - speed, 950 kilometers
per. hour. ,,

Let us assume any altitude up to around 14000 meters
where it is desired to realize a propulsion of the system
at a speed “of 950 kilometers per hour with the setting as
in the preceding example, hence with the same resistance
to advance, (discounting for the moment the effect of the
compressibility on the value of the resistance itself).
Then a new effective power

HP950 = HP500 X ~ = 1090 HP500

is necessary. Hence a 90 percent power increase must be
provided.

Supposing, subject to check iater on, that this power
increase can be realized with a“better’. efficiency than !n
the preceding case; that is y = 0,22~’ Iq this case the
consumption at 950 kilometers per hour would be higher than
that at 500 kilometers per hour according to the relation

cg”~o = c~oo x 1?90 - = 1.7.1 C500hance K = 0.71
.
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Repeating then .the calculation with K = Oti.?.l.and
a= 1.01 while retaining the sqme coefficients and bearing
in mind that the new altitude will be attained at 14000
meters approximately wherethe standard air temperature is
560, 5 Co, and hence To = 216°, 50 we find:

1.980:X”2160,50 + 0.97 x’=
a= —. ,= 7;65

0::97 x’o.96 X 2642.

Assuming further in this case r = 1.00 we get

x= 1 ‘1 “= 0.2313
7.65+1

whence thetthermal efficiency follows according.to equation
(1)’ section 11 at

LB=
O-87 X0,24+ O*2313 (0-99 xlo71-0a87x Oo24) = o 323

●

1.71

The speed of discharge is obtained as before at

.

R2 = 0.99 X,O.97 ~~

(
X 0.96 1+1+ 0s2313 0.99 x1.71 -0.8? X0.24

)
= 3.36

0-87 X 0.24

whence follows:

R= 1.832 and with u = 1.01

2(1.Olx.le832 - 1)
Q = 0,99 “ = 0.680 .

1001 Xlim”-, “0.99x’0*97 %0.$6
:,

.,,,.

Y= TIB = 0.22 ‘ “

This efficiency could aiso’be ,obtained with an -engine-
propeller system having an engine with a horsepower 71 per-
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dent greater than that nedessary for a speed of 5.00 kilo-
meters per hour -but-with-a” propel lerefficiency of

n= ++@*g,16;, ‘ ,
,.’

● . ,.. . . . . ..., ., .... . . . “’ . . .,,.
.. . . ,,, ,, ,.. ,,, ,

It further follows that the consumption K “= 0.71
produces, in effect, the propulsive power increment

... . ,..,’.\- .

y_ = ~ ~1 ()*22
= 1.90

N ~~ s 0.198 - .
,. ,..’ ,“. . ..

with respect to the preceding case,:

(c) Case of engine stoppage - speed 950 kilometers
per hour.

Assume case (b) in which the eagine stops while run-
ning at 950.kilometers per hour. The efficiency in this
instance would become

.
. .

,,,.

Y=tl:,

as seen in.section 11< ,. .,!

The thermal efficiency B thus assumes a
value :

P
B,..=~ = -09.99= 0,1225

7;65

and the propulsive efficiency with,$ = 0.99 a
~ecomes
!...., ,.

Y = 0,1225 X 0,99 (1,01 R-l) 2

1001 R2 -0+931,.. .. _,...,

$

constant

= 1.01

Under these conditions the-efficiency is then a sole
function of the chosen ratio R of speed of inflow and
of d$scharge. The’ maximum eff’ici:eqc~‘can be’ obtained”” from
equation (11) seotion 11, in which

., ,. .
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.“ . .

““’Rm = 1“+’F-= “‘Q’*=;’““’-~‘
It obviously is obtainable for va~ues of R ranging

between R = (1.20 - 1.50) since,. being located at the
point of maximum on curve y = f (R) figure 4, a variation
in R does not change the value of y and assumes the value

,,

0.1225
Ymax = Znzz%

= 0,1025

so, in order to obtain the propulsive horsepower nec-
essary for flight in case the engine stops, the consumption
increases in the ratio

~= 0.22
c 0.1025 = 2015

over that df the previou,s case, . .

Hence the propulsive power required can equally be
obtained, when the engine stops, but the consumption then
increases by 111 percent at ,950 kilometers per hour speed;
at lower speeds it would increase in much greater proportion

(d) Operation without combustion M V = 380 kilometers
per ‘hour.

Leaving the setting of the assembly unchanged: its speed
at zero altitude would become about 380 kilometers per hour.
Under these conditions an atmospheric temperature t + 15°
that is, T = 288~ always with r = 1, -= affords

v= “105.6O a = 1980 x288+0.97x 105.602 = 56 Go
●

0-931 X ~5.602

hence l,, ..

x=
1+1

= 0.034?
56.60 + 1,,..

and the” thermal efficiency becomes, with. K..= O:
., .. .“.

B= 0024x0.87+0.0347 (0-99 ~O*24xOc87) = 0.2364

I
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The ratio R? is given in the usual ‘ruann’erby”
. .-–.,-. ...

.,
~2

hence

R= 1.401

.,.. . .. .. ..... . .,., .>. ,.. .-,,,, . .,7, .

,,. . . 0,79;::.‘= lig65
= 0*922

(
.2 +’ 0“.034’7

)0.209 0 ;
,,.

.,. .. .. .
.’

:.. .

= 0.99
(1,005x1.401+1)2

‘n
Z-OO$XI.965-0Q922

= 0,767

and finally

Y = 06?67 X 0.2364 = 0,1815

According; to this it would be Possible to obtain at
zero level the same result with the ~ame engine and with
an equivalent propeller capable of an efficiency of

,.
0.1815

n~ = _ = ()-76
0,24

Hence at low speed, in the absence of combustion, the
equivalence with the engine propeller unit is complete.

14. OPERATING CHARTS
. .

The calculations of the “foregoing examples were re-
peated with Y = 0.835 for a large number of values of para-
meter r and in a way so as to secure an efficiency curve
for each speed and altitude: ‘

.’

In addition, the successive values 1? 2, 4~ 8~ 16, 32
and m were given to factor K + 1 for each chosen speed
and plotted against parameter, r for each propulsive effi- ~
ciency chart.

The base .s.peed.swere .assu..medat altitudes correspond-
ing approximately to those obtainable with cofiventi~nal
equipment whichat sea level, in the same setting as at...
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high altitude., had a speed of around 380 kilometers per
hour. * The variations in the efficiency resulting from
an altitu’de,.other than that of the chosen basic altitude
are very small and readily computed-as will be shown
below.

The results of this systematic study have been col-
lected in charts ItoV which refer to the cases in the
following table:

Chart No, Speed I Altitude \ Temperature
km/hr (m) Oc

1 300 0 + 15
2 500 5,000 - 1?
3 700 10,000
4

- 50.5
900 14,000 - 56.5

5, 1100 16,000 - 56.5

The- si~ curves corresponding to values 1 + K are
indicated’ in each ohart by successive numbers. The curves
corresponding to progressive consumption are referred to
the engine consumption in the ratio 1 + K = et/cm*

‘.In the absenc”e of the compressor the propulsive effi-
ciency attains, as previously noted, a value which corre-
sponds to K = m... So instead of a curve, a point with
abscissa r = @ defines this condition on the chart.

These charts require no fu-rther explanation. It
is readily seen that with increased speed of advance
the effect of factor r is slight at small combustlons
K<4 but becomes profound for combustion absorbing
from 4 to 30 times the consumption of the engine alone.
The maximum of this curve shifts rapidly toward minimum
compression and to zero for K =9: This ties in with
the fact that

* The altitudes are included for th% sole purpose of
establishing their order of magnitude. Temperature
and speed must be fixed. The time altitude can be
accurately secured when the aircraft characteristics
are known.
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w~th, ascending K, that is , the intern’al temperature,
increases rapidly- and this’ ii-se is’ so’much faster as ‘X’-
Is higher or as the speed is greater, and In” consequence
of which t he kinetic or propulsive efficiency m drops
quickly to very low values unless low ratios of compres~
si.on or minimum values 6$ r are used.,

If the speeds plotted in each chart had been obtained
at an altitude “other than that shown in the tabulation
the corresponding curves would manifest slight variations.
But instead of varying the curves it is sufficient to
assign to each chart a speed diagram different from the
basic speed, since the curves themselves correspond exactly
ta the different situation.

In fact, all the other coefficients being equal, the
term a is the Qnly one that varies with the speed, hence
identical curves correspond to two situations which have
an identioal value of term a. According to the definition
for a, identical curves correspond to two situations defined
by speed v and Vra, and temperature To and ‘Tol if the
relation

1980 TO + Z V2 ~ 1980 Tol + Z V12a=
Z6V2 z 0 +12

is satisfied. From it the new speed VI corresponding to
the temperature Tol differing from that assumed for com-
yuting the above chart follows at

1980 Tol
vl~ =

Z(ae-1)

where a Is the value which corresponds to the chart in
question and hence

(1)

,.

The foregoing relation enables the direct deduction.
Of the new speeds corresponding to each chart for temper-
atures other than $hose on whigh.,the plot is based..

The variations are, however, minimum “at high altitude
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as seen from a.’study of .th.e temperatures at.altitude, “
whi:le,at low leyels. they .wouldbe. considerable and other
than.negligihle~ ,.: ..,,. .

.,..’. .’ .’

.All the “plots are separated bythe horizontal’ y’= 0.19
which corresponds t.,Qthe e.ffic$enc’y of an engine-propeller
unit with a propeller efficiency of qe = 0.80 and with an
engine identical with that mounted on the jet propulsion
Systenl. ,.

.. ., ,, ,.

It is’ noted that “in absence ‘of combustion the. efficiency
of ‘the jet prapuls’ion unit, “hence its: range”is consistently
greater than tha”t of the engine-Fropeller “unit at speeds
above around 450 kilometers per hdu”r and Slightly below ‘at
lower speeds. (This result refers to the case Y = 0.835;
with ‘Y.= 0.87 the equ”ivalenc”e shifts toward 380 u 400 kilo-
meters per hour). At a speed of 1000 kilometers per “hou”r
the efficiency with K = O would be 0.29, hence the’ range,
i“n relation to an equivalent engine-propeller unit, increased
by about 47percent while at 300 kilometers” per hour the
efficiency would be 0.1’76”and the za.nge about 7 percent less.
Equivalence is reached at about 380 - 400 kilometers per
hour.

This last sit”uatibn with K’~;O; when cdmpared with
the boosting of air in the engine “which, as seen very shortly
can be pushed to 2 - 3 atmospheres, can be of interest for
‘long range aircraft capable of very high speed. .,... .’.: ...’

The-rise in efficiency in “this instance ’compare’d.to
an equivalent engine-pro~eller system is largely the result
of the utilization of heat dissipated by the enginet It
was found that the combustion always produces a drop in
efficiency, the percentage being so much more accentuated
at low speeds and less at Ii’ighspeeds; so, for examples
at 1100 kilometers per hour with 1 + K = 4, that is,
with. an engine deyelpping only 2,5 percent of its total
power, “an optimum efficiency is still obtained.” ,,

Since, in general, the absence of combustion calls
for high engine horsepower and hence a lower useful loa,d
by equal gross weight of the air”craft, the greater range
at higher speed is always obtained with a more or less
high consumption to be defined for each case according to
the aircraft characteri$t”ics. ‘Such’ study” is: faei”litate.d
“bythe” effect”ive”po~er ,a~agkamswh”ich ‘bre:g~tren at the
end of the’:presebt” report,’ following the analysis’ of””the
internal temperatures and pressures of the propulsion,.< ... . .
.sy6tem, .. . ..“.’
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“~he””,op”e~at~~n’d,ir~~g~,ahk“-must’:b&‘ -bbrn~.le%~d.,w’ith a ,L
sys t.emat ic“’.e~am i“n,ati.’o,~.,,,o“’fthe t:o,ta1‘“”p,r~’S:S’tir>@.-Aid max3 -
mum tempe rature:j:s’0‘.’as-‘t’oje”r,rni%”‘“ah-:-a:c%u?ate:~ex”am’a.nqtion”
of ~the eventual”;,~“edjic~”$~n’”“in eng$i”fi”e:hods epciw-e~i.~or ‘to
study the li’mit”sof ‘a~”pl”ic&b”’fli“f”y’~o.f:t”tie~cli-ar.ts“in re’~”
lat ion to the maximum temperatures obtairi’elt’.in “corr’es-.
pondence .wiih the,,.,~i:.f,erentvalues of r or ,of the
var ious mecha”nica’l”:”~~omp.re-ss1Ons-

........ .... .pol.~.~wi~:gt:tiis’the
diagrams , ,~nablifi,g”‘the:plot ting’ of “thk effic%~ncy curves
at vari ous he ight lev”el’kin r“ela’t’i’on..”t“o“the m“zix”imum-
speed obtained without combustion, are illustrated. .::

(a) The compressions produced in correspondence
to a given value of’”r and a’ follow from ‘e”quation (2;
section 10, where, with X = 3.41, a value correspond-
ing to the case of air with t < 2oot9 3000, we get

.
i—

,- ,’!

1 ..—-

Since X is a function of r, P21P0 al.s~ is a function
Ofv, so the curves of total compress iori and of mechanical
compression can be plotted for each speed.

To illustrate: ,ata Speed of 950 kilometers per hour
it affords with r = 1

,.(-
‘ .3.44

)

Pz:, ” ‘1. . ‘.,
=,2.4~6..

g-l _ 0.’23’05

... <-.........” ~,,.-.-.... . .. ... ..... .’.
while for v = O (e”fiine stopped) ‘““g

..., ,.

P%
(

1

)

3.44
= 1.62

,. - = ‘i - 9.1303-........... .,‘-Po .......,

herice, r = ~“.corres’”po.nds‘“toa, jofal. .q.o@preSp ion of 2.46
and a mechanical co,Rpression of .2.4.6/.1-62- = 1-2. By
this method the curves of the ratios of total compression
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and mec”hanica”l com’press’iorihave been ‘plott’ed”against r
In each diagram for each speed. These curves, put in re-
lation with the relative density at the effective height
where the speed of “the diagrams were. obtained, enable
a@ick ori~nt-ation i’nthe choice of a more appropriate
value of r in’ the d.ifferen.t cases for canceling or “at
least minfmizingthe.drop in engfne* horsepower at altitude
which is expect”ed in every case with the usual high alti-
tude compressor :

(b)”- The maximum te.mper”ature.reached inside tihe pro-
ptilsion system””i.sgiven in equation (3) section 8, which,
starting from atmospheric temperature To,,gives the total
increase: “ .’

T 14 (A Td
~“”To = To —

~1 + K A Tm~—— ~
\ To e Y“ To 1

whence”, wi,th

,.
To+ATd.=a A’Tm r=
6ATd e Ad

i.n mind, follows ‘“.“

“+ -.

-1
—

_l-~?4 ++. = ‘rO
l+6r(l+K)/eY

6a-1
(2)

— .—.

For the speed and altitude of exmaple (b) the above
equation becomes, “for in5tanCe;. ~“,

Tf4, - To = 216,~o 1+ 4“’55 r
(~+k$

6.15

for r = 1 and E = 0.71 it is

T~ . To = 35.20 +’160.0 r (l+K) = 309,2°

* The dynamic and mechanical compression York in series
bey~nd the d“ffecf.of the eompress,or.
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whence the temperature in ‘C in the
.. ...., . ........

No ● 1010 43

example is
, ----.,—.

Tmax = 309.2° - 56.-50 = “252.~70

Plots Iato Ya show this maximum internal temperature
plotted against r for different values of 1 + K. Case r = O
cannot be shown in the temperature charts., In this instance
the increment TV4 - To $s expressed as function of R. In
fact , according to equation (4) section 11, with K =CQ ;
r = o, we get

while the foregoing equation (2) affords

T!4 - To = To 1 + ~ VK/e Y
a6-1

withv=O; K=~i and, after elimination of rk/eY:

.—— _——. —, ———. —————.. —.

~t4 -To= To /1 + a (R2 - WZ6 )
6a- 1( ljlzcp )

(3)

so, with R = 1.40, it affords in example(c)

.

T ‘4 - To = 35.2°
(
~ + 7.65 (1.402 - 0+922)’ ,=2950

)0.99X 0.9? XO.99 -

and the internal temperature

tm’ax = 295 - 56 = 239
—.-...*

if, with engine cut out, the dimensions of the propulsion
system enable it to realize R = 1.40

,1
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(c) It is” also necessary to know in’’funct~on of””;,
the aspect of the temperature immediately following the two
successive stages .of dynamic and .mech.anical compression and
whether for checking’ the’ ”value of ~: resulting from the
effective density after the compression or for examining
the cooling calapity o.f the compressed ai.r.whi,ch leaves
the radiator ‘and feeds ,the engine. This “:ternperature is
quickly secured from the “fbregoing relation b“y putting
K= O and e = “1 as is ,r.eadily seen from a comparison with
equation (9) section 6.

Thus the increment produced by the dynamic and the
mechanical compression alone follows at

—- .— ,

(3)

I ———-—- \l

In the cited example this increment is given by

T2 - To = 55.2° (1 + 1.09) = 73.6°
.,.

,

whence the temperature tz after compression is:

t~ = 73.6° - 56.5 = + 17.100

Now, the velocity vm in the section
satisfies

Q which evidently

‘m .v~
P2

can be accurately computed.

The ratio

v— .—.. ...——————.— --. -..— i
I Po

I
P.T2

—= ——= f(r)
P2 Pa To (4)

which is also ~ncluded in the graphs enables a quick cal-
culation of vm/v for a given design ratio U@ and hence

— -. _..____, .-.._ ....
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La StSly..it1s”u~s.ef.q’l.‘k-~~kriqw’”,th”ep,owe; ,re-q”ui”;edfor
the mechnanic”al c$o-mpies’i’ion’of 1 ““kflogr”arn“,ofair in ‘corres-
pondence to each value of r. ..: .,.: i

,.
This spec-~fic power’ i“hhorkep”owe-r “per k(i”logram’on the

basis of 1 calorie per se.co,nd=’,5’.70,.hok’sep’p~k,r,an.dhence
1° per second’ X kilograp” = 1:3’45 h’or”sepower’i$ simply ex-
pressed by ..

. . ,.. . :

.r ..-.
HP—= 1.345 A Tm = “““----1.’ “ (~)17,345 ~-
.Q . Y ‘“v(,~a- 1), 1, ,, “-

where Q is the quantity of air (in kilogra’m) compressible
per horsepower-

16. OPERATION OF COMPRESSOR AT CONSTANT, POWER

The knowledge of the specific power of compression.
in function of r and of the quantity Q actually induc”tible
by the inlet opening under the vafious conditions of flight
enables the evaluation of the characteristic curve of the
compressor in relation to chosen values of”r at various
speeds of advance, or’the curve expressing the ratio of
effective compression in function of Q, and ‘vice versa,
the prediction of the values of r at different speeds and
heights for a given type ofcompressor.

..:

The quantity inducible by the compressor in the various
phases depends upon the design characteristics of the unit
and may vary for each’speed between fairly wide limits of
the geometrical quantity that can be tnducted on the basis
of the openi4g of the inlet and the air density. The var-

“ iati’o[nscan be: effkct.ed b$var;ying;the- discharge parts
‘(reference 1) “so.as to”yroduce apositive.or”negative pres-
sure” in the actual ,thraat of the,ln.tak~ wi and hence..a
speed of. inflow vi ‘“variable on.the throat; while the, speed
v, of.the unit .is maintained. ‘l’hefundamenta~ quantity it-
self is’readily ascertained, .. ‘: Y “,

.: ...
W“ith gp as specific weight of gas and wi the real

openingaf. the::inlet *.tk:fundamentai quantity Q follows at
.,

., . ,1 ..”, -. . . ... . . , = ..’..,..- ,,

Q= ““’ “’”’””‘“’gpWi V “(1)

I
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This fundamental, quantity varies considerably with
altitude and speed by modifying the characte~istic curve
necessary for the. compressor in t.he,va.rious cases of flight.
TW’O types: of fundamental .ope:rati.on..or.,limi,ting cases are
involved, namely: .

(a) flight at various heights and “speed with constant
angle of setting,

(b) flight at. constant altitude with” speed and setting
variable .

In case (a) with fixed fundamental setting of aircraft
characterized by, sa~~.~.s~tting for maximum fineness~ or
least energy and for a spe’cif”ied wing lo’ad”ing, the speed
of advance is tied to the density through the relation

V=vo /iii- ,,’
J ‘P

(2)

where V. is the speed reached by the aircraft” at zero
altitude and density in the setting under consideration.
(This relation is in “p~~ctice sufficiently approximate up
to,900 “to 1’000 ki~oineters per hour. l?,ornigher speeds a
certain approximation obtains for symmetrical, profiles,
while ‘for’cambetied profiles every validity is lost (refer- ‘
ences 16, 17). In consequence law 2) can also express
flight beyond 900 to 1000 kilometers per hour but with
approximate changes in setting) .

,.
..

With Q. as the quantity at zero altitude the funda- ..,”
mental quantity that can be inducted at various speeds is

Q= Q. $ kg/see (3) ;:.

..

Hence the quantity (in kilogram) in flight at constant “-;
angle of setting decreases proportionally to the increase
in the speed of translation. This result ties in with the
formula for the mechanical compress ion, attainable with an
available horsepower and enables the deduction of value “r,
for the fundamental quantity, at constant horsepower and
variable altitude.

With a. derioting the value of a at speed V. and
zero , altitude, equation 5, section 15 affords, with r. as
value of r at zero altitude,
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for the basic quantity Qo.

But with
● ,

@a-l.. #_=. 1980 To

z V“2

.’

taken into account (equation 3“,”sections 10 and 6) &t re”adily
follows that the ratio between the value of r at speed v
and the value r. fs simply expressed by ‘

L
———..-..—...——.—....

V. T I
v=y-~1Vo

0
(4)

..

or by equal power of mechanical compression the ratio r
.

between mechanical and dynamic compression for the geom-
etrical quantity decrease proporti~nally to the rise in
speed of translation and to the drop in absolute temperature.
With an arbitrary value of r established the successive or
preceding values at different speeds (always in flight at
constant setting) can be immediately identified accurately
on the speed diagrams , with the added convenience of adopt-
ing for each speed a sli@tlydifferent value from the ba$ic
one, so as to increase, for example, the compression of
gases feeding the engine.

Referring to the basic values of r as deduced by
the foregoing method we. get

A Tm
r— . A Tm 1980

‘.$ATd .@vz

hence
,,

r * V02
‘=ATmo Vr.
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a formula which, put in ratio with’”tha preceding one, gives

“m ‘5)---
Since the increments A Tm are proportional to the

energy Wm imparted by the compressor to each kilogram
of fluid, this specifie energy o.f compression increases
in proportion to the speed of advance.

Fol~owing this the volumetric quantity is put in
rat”io with the above energy Wm.

But with S2 as the” intake of the compressor, Vr the
speed in the said section and wi the intake of the pro-
pulsion unit, it affords

.,
with

A..wi- .— _—.— —.— -——-

1
‘~=,l+~= 6a-

fro To ~ I‘(~‘(%-23”44~‘7)
,---- 1. _.__.._._.—-.- .. ...——. .——..-—-—

derive from equation (3) section 10 and equation (6) sec-
tion 5 the volumetric quantity of air per me/see.

QV = Vv Q =Vwi -&M+)’”’’=v- (7)

Hence, given the quantity Qv 0 which corresponds to
speed V. and which can be obtained by the above formula
for a = ao, the different volumetric quantities can be
secured from the formula

i

3.44 I
ea

Qv=Qvo~~;F=~ ~
(a - 1)

-1
1

(8)~3.44

i .—.—-.————.—-—

.-———., m,- , lm. , --,, ,.-,1, ,Im.1 mImn I ■ ■ ■ mnl mImI I Imll mm I ■ I II II
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\
/ where F and F. are the reduction factors resulting from
k .t,h.e..dmam.i.c..c.o.m.pressionwhich. ?.rs.O@~i_Qe~ .fy?rn...p??vious
, equations.*

$!
assumes the ‘aspect of”that in figure 5 with respect to>.
different speeds of advance ‘and temperature, which results
from a speed of 380 kilometers per hour at zero altitude.

\ The factor changes, of course, when the speed at zero
i1. altitude is modified.
1;
!!
!

Case b, flight at constant altitude, being secondary

f in importance by reason of the high fuel consumption”
(reference 19) is discussed later.

18. CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF COMPRESSOR

WITH CONSTANT F’OWER

In the ’case of centrifugal or axial compressors
with fixed blade angles, with No denoting the rpm at zero
level and To the speed, since at similar speeds the energy
imparted to the fluid is proportional to the square of the
rpm, it follows that, being able to change the rpm, it can
be made to satisfy equation (5) section 16 very simply by
means of a change in No so that

-, .-

that is, by, shifting the. operation of No (figure 6) which
expresses the” energy A Tm in relation to the volumetric
quantity Qv ‘~vv~ toward curve N which. is obtainable
from the preceding curve (reference 20, p. 176, reference
21, p. 210). ‘.

,., ... . . .,, ,, ,.
*This factor is none other than the relative densitfes.

of the outside atmospheric ~onditions.

‘ lLl---
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. However, ,no matte r.what. operation is’maintained in
strict ana~ogy, byp.assing”ffiom curve “NO to”N, the speed
Vv i’n the inlet orifice must vary in proportion to the
ratio I?/No; and vice-versa, having defined the effective
variatioq of vv in’ relation to Iihecatise previously ex-
amined, the given points cannot correspond to the affined
ones , but rather are characterized by the new volumetric

quantity Qv obtainable. from equati”on (8) and energy A Tm
deriving from equation (5).

Although appreciable, the displacements have no material
effect on the “efficiency and by .wh,ate.vermethod the foregoing
quantity i.s modified in respect t.o the basic quantity, we
can, if necessary, plot the operation to the most convenient
one, or to the” speed in strict affinity.

To illustrate, with an assumed basic speed of V. = 385
kilometers per hour, the successive speeds follow at’:

a::‘:
I

‘ ‘-”n
500 256

\
1:15 1.072

700 233 1.41 1.187
900 216.5o 1.76 1.326

1100 .216.50 2.15 1.467
1 I

,-
.’

On the other hand, “regarding the spee’d in the intake
in relation to the geometrical quantity the variations are
as follows:

km/hr PI /Po

385 = VO
500
700
900

1100
,... .,-.,

1.066
1.128

.1.309”
1.558
1.900

To/Tl
I

F v/v. Q nf/n*
L=nt
Qv O

0.990 0.950 1 11 1
oQ965 0.920 1.30 1.2’56 1.17
0.920 0.830

I
1.81 1.590 , 1.34

0.873 0.735 2.35 1.810 1’.36
0,823 0.640.,,.I....3>F9.F’.- ..1,.925 .. 1.32,,.,.,.,.: :...-

*(This ratio represents the distance of removal of the
affinite speed)’.

In this case, fixing the maximum efficiency of the

,——,, —,.,,.-...,,---,., ,,,.,,,, ,,,.,.., ,,---, , ,., ,,,,,,, ,,.,,,, , ,,,-(,, ( , 111,,1 , mmII lElml,l ,,, , I
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k

1 compress or.at .n,l./n,.=.l.1~, for i.nst’ante,“at ~Speeds’ above.
*. .,k oil bel’ow”‘..500IzIlorneters-,”per houd ““t-he‘qu”ant-i-ty- coul-d--beL. .:

var~ed up to 20..:pe~cen,t.“from that:.,gi%rtngma’ximum’”’efficiency ,
,hence -the compr.e~.~,o~ ,.wouldqzways’ opei%.t.e,a”t:maximum effi-;:’.

i cienc,y. Figure @ .:.tllus..trat es .th~s.:-tiehaul:d.r.ofthe com-].
~ pres,s.or”at d,i”ff,e:r.,~nt’.f,orwardspeeds .:?nd:‘heigli’ts. (Ind%ead

of plotting. the...p:qq;pulence=quantiity -cu~’rv”es’fordifferent:-.:. rpm w’e plotte.$ .,~.~o,qe,,f@r ~ .Pr.ev81.enc@ ?---quantity, where
the affinite points are al~gn.ed with the origin, rather
than on the para~:.@a:),., ..:,,: , :, ‘. . ,...,.-....... ,,, .,.:!,.,;.:,:.:-,,:.,”,.: .,”:, ...

~ quasi -i:d,ent’lc’al.result can be.’eb’tdned’ by’“a v’ar,iation
of the rpm, a v“ar~a.tion.which requir-es a“”change- “’i&’s-peed,
with an appropriate deter mination,,qftthe chhrac.te’ristlc
compression curve, or by other mechanical means customary
in the manufacture+ of compressed. air.~ YIn *his”respect there
are any number .,of’possible solutions according. t.o either
the characteristics of the heat engine Or of ‘the employed
compressor.

But for the purposes at hand it iS sufficient to show
the operational variations of the compressor required at
different speeds in flight with constant setting at high
altitude. ...

T~is example “shows that the variati’o’tis‘“~< in ‘rprn,-”will
“be’minfm~m in c.om.parison to the spesd’c’h’anges “of the airc-
raft. .(while the speed changes frc.~ 380 ‘-tie”-llOOkil,’Q,!neters
per hour -or1-80 percent , the rpm ri~e “’from 1 to 1.46? “or
scarcely 46 percent).

.. ... .-

. Th,es.,es.mall’variations can be annullei or minimized
,by preper care,.,a.s stated before, so as tp approximately
insure consta,ncyin engine,and compressor ‘in fl.ig’h’tat””..,
different speeds and rpm. -

I
p
I

C,ontr’ariwise, in $light..at constant ,altitude, p. To
:J is constant r,hence .,: -.. .

.— ——.. —-

1
~=~ QV.T :.:.;——

%O=%:J,” ‘“
(9)

,—i A! I’mo V,, .1,, ,.. . . . . ,,”

1

.- —:.-,, .,
.

or any ;r%~e,,i.n-speedtjis iicccirnparii~d.by &::.~$s;,e’””i~’”the V91UY
i:/ rn,e~~iC qUant,i.t~ and.”a”:dr~o:p““’iri””t~fie%qiig~”,,A- “’l?’m,” ;~en$e, ~

farther. .re.pQ,yal.from”th-e:t.he~btisi~c“@j.nt’ whi,c~ is defined
by the ma.x,imum effidiahc.y-- “ ?’”... ‘ ~~ :., .,..

ml ,.. ,,4...,
~ ..... . ... . .. ............- ~,.”
/,
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But since the’ increases in’ speed a’fford’ed at” cofistant
height are much’ inferior to those of the’pre.ced,ing case,
satisfactory operation is read,ily attainable ih this ln-
stance,~ also, either by utilization -of the e“l-asticit”y”of
the compressor., which, if properly desi~ned”; allows for
ample ghagges in quantity wh-ile .retain’ing.high. efficiency,
or else’by changing the effective ,qtiaritityin respect to
the” basic quantity;as previously outlirieds “

Figure 7 represents the efficiency and the experimental
p~wer of an axial compressor especially designed to absorb
a constant horsepower and to. f.ur”nish a -consttint efficiency
for wide variations in volumetric quant”it~. The tests agree,
as” shown,. with theory.

.. .

As,regards. %he variations of-r” in’flight at constant
altitude, they are readily secured by c~mbining the previous
equation with the formula for r given in equation (3):

.,. r Qo ~= ’03—=—
??0 Q, V2. ~ (10)

Thus r decreases in flight at constant altitude very
rapidly with the square of the forward speed; This ,decrease
‘at in’cre’asing speed maintains the pr”opui.si”veefficiency near
it’s maximum value, by reason of.the fact that at constant
a~titude the increments of the power requi”re s“trong eom~
bustions, hence large values of 1 +.K and”~ on the other
hand , as 1 + II increases the n?aximum efficiency is, as a
matter of fact, removed toward the minimum values of r as
manifested by the propulsive efficiency cur.ve~,- On passirig
from one qpeed to a’higher, one, the new ctirve has a K
valua which can be obt”ained from the. relation

,,
l+kv:=~

,{vJ’ “ .

y(<) “’
-.

on the assumption that ‘the horsepower required for flight
rises with the square o“f the speed, where y and y. are
the efficiencies involved in the two situations.

Thus a brief examination of the behavior of the com~
presser iu flig~~ a,tdi,ffei.ent altitudes and speeds with
engine “at constant p“o,w~rbrings V$ to the’stu’dy ,of the
behavio.~ of: the unit” at variab~e .al%itude ahdspe”eds” with
engine of decreasing power, -- a case that is inevitably
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presented: when. the altitude”. is”-ihc”rkased- beyend a certain
limit,-=. ,..z..~,.. . “ .,.<, “ ... ,“::,__’ ‘:

,., ,,.7 .,,.“, ,:.
This study Is held in a“beyance pending its ultimate

development at a future date in a manner fitting -its im-
portance and.in connect.lon with new experiments under way.

‘ ,. ..
For the present it suffices to mention their existence

and significance. for the. accurate”predicti on of the behavior
of the system at high altitude and various’-speeds.

. ..
‘. .

Translatiori by J.
..,.

Vanier, ““
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. .. .

,.
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Figure 2.- Efficiency of diffuser.
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Figure 5.. Compressor curves.
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